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Tasks

*

*

*More than one way to accomplish this task.

*
*
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Tree Structure
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Overall results

• 54 people completed the study. 

• The average time to complete the survey was 8 minutes. 

• Average success rate across all tasks: 55%
• Average directness score (percent of responses chosen without backtracking): 65%
• Once participants arrived at the correct response, they rarely returned to another place in the menu. This demonstrates 

an issue in information architecture more than an issue of labeling correct responses. However, labeling of categories 

along the path to the correct response is an issue. 
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Task Success Rates: Highest to Lowest High 80-100%

Medium 50-79%

Low 0-49%
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Task Direct & Indirect Success Rates: Highest to Lowest*

Direct = Went down one path 
and did not backtrack before 
selecting response.
Indirect = Backtracked before 
selecting response. 
Indirect Skip = Explored the 
tree (menu) before skipping the 
task.

*Direct and indirect success rates combined in determining ordering.
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Recommendations

• Rearrange Menu, adding duplicate locations where necessary, so that navigation is more intuitive:
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Recommendations (continued)



Specific Paths Taken
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Pietree Intro

• Pietrees are a way to visualize treetest results, letting you see, at a glance, where an menu architecture works and 
where it does not. It shows which way participants went at each junction in the content hierarchy and what they all 
selected as their final answers.

• One Pietree represents the participants' responses to one task, and it is color coded to see which parts of the menu 
were accessed during each task. It also shows how much backtracking there was. 

Ideal state
Wrong path,

plus backtracking

Example pie chart states
Selected incorrect response,

some backtracked
Most people went the 

wrong way on the first click
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Appendix
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Participant Destinations*

*Breakdown of where participants ended for each task. 
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First Click (Tasks 1-6)*

*Which branches were clicked first for each task, and what percentage of participants did so.
This can be compared to the percentage of first clicks on a branch with the total percentage of participants who visited that
branch at any point during the task. 
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First Click (Tasks 7-10)*

*Which branches were clicked first for each task, and what percentage of participants did so.
This can be compared to the percentage of first clicks on a branch with the total percentage of participants who visited that
branch at any point during the task. 
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Open-Ended Comments*

*Question: Do you have any comments about the ease or difficulty of finding these items?


